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An automated driver based on convergent vector  elds
SPECIAL ISSUE PAPER
T J Gordon*, M C Best and P J Dixon
Department of Aeronautical and Automotive Engineering, Loughborough University, Loughborough, Leicestershire,
UK
Abstract: This paper describes a new general framework for the action of an automated driver (or
driver model ) to provide the control of longitudinal and lateral dynamics of a road vehicle. The
context of the problem is assumed to be in high-speed competitive driving, as in motor racing, where
the requirement is for maximum possible speed along a track, making use of a reference path (racing
line) but with the capacity for obstacle avoidance and recovery from large excursions. While not
necessarily representative of a human driver, the analysis provides worthwhile insight into the nature
of the driving task and oVers a new approach for vehicle lateral and longitudinal control; it also has
applications in less demanding applications such as Advanced Cruise Control systems. As is common
in the literature, the driving task is broken down into two distinct subtasks: path planning and local
feedback control. In the  rst of these tasks, an essentially geometric approach is taken here, which
makes use of a vector  eld analysis. At each location x the automated driver is to prescribe a vector
w for the desired vehicle mass centre velocity; the spatial distribution and global properties of w(x)
provide essential information for stability analysis, as well as control reference. The resulting vector
 eld is considered in the context of limited friction and limited mass centre accelerations, leading to
constraints on $ w. Provided such constraints are satis ed, and using suitable adaptation of w(x)
when required, it is shown that feedback control can be applied to guarantee stable asymptotic
tracking of a reference path, even under limit handling conditions. A speci c implementation of the
method is included, using dual non-linear SISO (single-input single-output) controllers.
Keywords: automated driver, driver model, non-linear dynamics, vector  elds, vehicle dynamics,
control systems
F com
x
wheel force demandNOTATION
F
xi
tractive/braking force
F
yi
lateral tyre forceNote that SI units and SAE coordinate axes are used
h mass centre vertical height (0.35)throughout.
H symmetric 2×2 divergence matrixa vehicle acceleration limit (8)
i=1, 2, 3, 4 vehicle corner index (front left, right,a¯t , a¯n tangent and normal component rear left, right)accelerations
I yaw moment of inertia (1600)(B, C, D, E ) magic formula parameters
(k1, k2) control parameters (2, 2)(0.7094, 1.4097, 1, 0)
la mass centre distance to front axle(c1,
c
2) cornering sti
Vness parameters
(1.4)(6.88×104, 7.17×10 Õ 4)
l
b mass centre distance to rear axle (1.4)e(t) velocity error vector
lc vehicle half-track (0.7)et, en unit tangent and normal to mass L lookahead distancecentre velocity
M vehicle mass (1000)e¯t, e¯n unit tangent and normal to reference r, õ yaw velocity and yaw angle eld
s, á longitudinal slip and slip angle
s
max tyre longitudinal slip limit (0.5)
t
i
unit vectors in modi ed  eldThe MS was received on 6 September 2001 and was accepted after
revision for publication on 21 February 2002. construction
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T modi ed  eld directionEngineering, Loughborough University, Stewart Miller Building,
Loughborough, Leicestershire LE11 3TU, UK. (umax1 , umax2 ) integrator saturation constants (15, 1)
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U, V vehicle forward and lateral speeds forward information in a simple human task of tracking
patterns of dots on a display screen.vG vehicle mass centre velocity
w reference vector  eld In the past ten years there has been considerable inter-
est in providing more detailed models of driving behav-w
i
vertical tyre load
Wmax maximum engine power (105) iour, using a variety of techniques. Modjtahedzadeh and
Hess [4 ] used classical control techniques employing sep-x spatial coordinates
arate feedforward and feedback compensators, based
â vehicle slip angle simply on lateral deviations from a desired path.
å residual friction Horiuchi and Yuhara [5 ] also considered pure lateral
k  ow acceleration control, but with yaw angle feedback being used in
ì front–rear ratio of suspension roll addition to lateral path deviation, the method being to
moments (0.5) minimize a quadratic performance index using numerical
í
1 minimum divergence eigenvalue optimization of various transfer function parameters.
(ô1,
ô
2
ô
3,
ô
4) control parameters (0.2, 0.2, 0.5, 0.1) The above papers are typical of much of the early litera-
ö, ã, D functions used in convergence ture, making use of linear models and small deviations
analysis from the desired reference path. Sharp et al. [6 ] use linear
ö
0 yaw velocity demand discrete-time optimal methods for the lateral control,
and again implemented feedback of path deviation and
yaw rate error. A simple non-linear aspect was then
introduced via the addition of saturation functions
1 INTRODUCTION within the steering control feedback path, in order to
moderate the eVects of tyre force limits. This work also
implemented a simple non-linear speed control policy,An automated (or autonomous) driver is equivalent to
an aircraft autopilot—it is required to perform a control based on a pre-calculation of the desired braking or driv-
ing torque, as well as their distribution at the roadfunction but does not necessarily attempt to mimic the
behaviour of the human driver. The term ‘driver model’ wheels.
A more advanced approach to using optimal controlis also commonly used in the literature, a term that sug-
gests an emphasis on modelling the human driver, which was adopted by Prokop [7 ] who again adopted a linear
quadratic method, but made use of sequential quadraticis not considered here. While at present there may be
relatively little scope for implementing such a system in programming to implement a model predictive control
strategy. In this work both longitudinal and lateralreal vehicles on the highway, there is considerable inter-
est in developing such systems to ‘drive’ computer control are considered within the optimization, and
the in uence of constraints makes the design methodmodels and also to gain insight into the real-world driving
task. The work presented here was originally motivated inherently non-linear. Another inherently non-linear
approach was presented by MacAdam and Johnson [8 ]by the need to ‘drive’ competitor vehicles in a computer
game [1], where complex and semi-realistic vehicle dynam- who trained an arti cial neural network to carry out the
steering control, though limit-handling behaviourics have been implemented and automated drivers are
required to control their vehicles in real-time, and in the appears not to have been speci cally addressed in the
training and validation.presence of large disturbances, such as after simulated
impacts with barriers and other vehicles. A closely related Another development was made by Plo¨chl and Lugner
[9 ] who explicitly add a third level of control to dealapplication is in providing an interactive environment
within simulators, for driver training, design and safety with large disturbances; working from an otherwise
linear approach, a sliding mode controller is switchedevaluation of highway architecture, etc.
Early studies in this area tended to concentrate on on or oV, depending on the size of feedback errors. A
similarity will be seen in the work presented here, thoughpure steering ( lateral ) control and made use of linear
dynamics and control methods. Weir and McRuer [2 ] it will also be clear that the starting point and method-
ology for the present investigation is entirely diVerent.describe the general topology of driving activity, con-
taining feedforward (‘pursuit’) and feedback (‘com- All methods for driver automation presented in the
literature to date are based on lumped parameter ( nitepensatory’) control. In addition, they recognize the role
of ‘precognitive’ open-loop activities, which would corre- state) representations of the problem. Here the feedfor-
ward or path-planning aspect is to be addressed using aspond to a steering behaviour derived from prior training
or learning, e.g. in ‘pre-programmed’ application of distributed parameter (in nite state) representation, in
the form of a reference vector  eld w(x). This is anopposite steering lock to control vehicle spin. The need
for feedforward information in addition to feedback in alternative way to represent a  nite state feedforward
policy, but de ning the outcome of such a policy in adriving control is well recognized by all authors in the
 eld; this was emphasized by an early study by Tomizuka spatially distributed manner—eVectively considering all
possible states simultaneously. The advantage will be toand Whitney [3 ] who demonstrated the use of feed-
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greatly simplify the control problem and provide a new
perspective on the driving task, giving insights not easily
obtained from earlier approaches. The approach also
oVers new potential for optimization, adaptation under
changing conditions, as well as dealing with complex
driving tasks such as navigation within moving traYc.
Section 2 introduces the underlying methodology for
the vector  eld approach and describes a simple example
of how a lookahead policy generates such a  eld. Some
key metrics are de ned and general interpretations are
made. Section 3 provides a theoretical analysis and proof
of key stability and convergence results, while in
Section 4 a numerical study is undertaken of vector  eld
properties, applied within a more realistic road
geometry. Sections 5 and 6 then consider key issues
of vehicle implementation and vehicle dynamics
simulations are presented. Finally, Section 7 provides a
summary and conclusions.
2 REFERENCE VECTOR FIELD
Consider the motion of a road vehicle in the horizontal
plane. Denoting the two-dimensional coordinates of the
vehicle mass centre as xG(t), its motion is restricted by
a friction circle constraint
|x¨G | å a (1)
where a is the peak acceleration magnitude. This essen-
tially results from the limits of tyre–road friction, and
while there are many detailed factors that determine the
Fig. 1 General  ow patterns de ned by (a) a reference pathacceleration limits, such as handling balance, braking
and (b) track boundarieseYciency, aerodynamics and engine power, in the ‘zeroth
order approximation’ this appears to be a reasonable
simpli cation for the actual performance of a high- AB represents a typical integral curve (‘streamline’) of
performance vehicle under the control of an expert the reference vector  eld (the tangent to the curve is
driver. Of course engine power limits may be very sig- everywhere parallel to w) which represents a desired
ni cant to competitive performance, but fundamentally recovery path back to P. In reality there is no absolute
should not degrade directional control and stability from requirement to target a particular path and Fig. 1b illus-
the theoretical case where engine power is unbounded. trates how a pattern of w-streamlines might provide a
In the scenario that equation (1) is the only limit on reference for directional control without imposing con-
vehicle motion, the acceleration vector may be treated vergence towards a unique vehicle path. However, in
as an input vector u(t), freely chosen within the magni- either case, it is clear that the general requirement for
tude constraint; this directly controls the vehicle velocity directional control implies a general tendency for stream-
vG (t ) and the system dynamics are simply lines to converge. Also note that w(x) provides a magni-
tude reference for vehicle speed, as well as velocityvÇ G=u(t) direction.
|u | å a For practical purposes, w(x) may be de ned via a
(2) target curve, whether or not this curve is also the desired
path, and here the simple possibility illustrated in Fig. 2A reference input is required for vG (t) which encodes
the track information in some way, and the approach is initially considered. The magnitude of w is assumed
constant, and its direction is determined by point p2 ,being adopted here is to de ne this reference as a vector
 eld w(x) of velocities in the plane, rather than directly which is at a  xed lookahead distance L measured along
the reference curve P from p1, the point on P nearest toin terms of a reference path.
Figure 1a shows in general terms how such a  eld xG . It is easy to show that for the case where P is a
straight line, the integral curves exponentially decay tomight be linked to a target path P, which might be a
chosen racing line in competitive motor racing. Curve P, so that if P is identi ed with the x axis, the w-stream-
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form
$ ä w=
qw1
qx
+
qw2
qy
(8)
However, this simply de nes the volumetric expansion
of the  ow and turns out to be of little relevance here.
Instead a symmetric 2×2 matrix H with components is
de ned:
h
ij
=
1
2 Aqwiqx
j
+
qw
j
qx
i
B (9)
Being symmetric, its eigenvalues í
1
and í2 are real, andFig. 2 Simple lookahead policy it is an elementary result that
í
1+
í
2= $ ä w (10)
lines in the xy plane are given by (see the Appendix) and hence these eigenvalues are closely related to the
scalar divergence. Let í1 and
í
2 be chosen so thaty=y0 exp C ­ (x ­ x0)L D (3) í1 å í2; then í1 represents the minimum degree of trans-
lational divergence (or, equivalently, the maximum
translational convergence). More precisely (see theand hence L is also a relaxation length. On the other
Appendix), if two adjacent points in the  ow are separ-hand, if P is curved, the resulting  ow converges to a
ated by distance d(t), thendiVerent path (see Section 4).
If adhering to the w-streamlines provides a suitable
control (or navigation) strategy, and simultaneously
dÇ
d
" í1 (11)
there is control of any initial local errors, i.e.
Figure 3 illustrates the basic point; in Fig. 3a the  owe(t)=vG(t) ­ w(xG (t)) (4) diverges, no correction is made to a vehicle path and yet
is systematically reduced to zero, then the overall eVect a small initial error in direction of the vehicle velocity is
will be to guarantee asymptotic path following. The naturally damped out: õ2<
õ
1. By contrast, in Fig. 3bdetails will be provided in the next section, but it is the  ow converges and again without any correction to
immediately clear that the w-streamlines must have the velocity, errors naturally grow: õ2
>õ
1 .restricted ‘curvature’ to allow tracking by the vehicle In the  xed lookahead scheme introduced above, the
under the constraint of equation (2). There must also
be suYcient residual friction to allow for local control
of errors. Path curvature is properly quanti ed via the
magnitude of the acceleration vector for a vehicle track-
ing the w-streamlines without error. Clearly,
aG=
dw
dt
=Aw1 qwqx+w2 qwqyB¬(w ä $ )w (5)
where $ ¬(q/qx, q/qy)T is the two-dimensional gradient
operator and (w ä $ ) is a scalar operator de ning the
time derivative of any spatial quantity due to motion
along the reference  eld. This, taken together with the
need for residual control within the friction circle,
implies from equation (1) that the ‘ ow acceleration’ is
k¬|(w ä $ )w | å a ­ å (6)
where
0<å<a (7)
It also turns out that convergence of neighbouring
streamlines provides another obstacle to asymptotic path
following. This may be quanti ed via a suitable measure
of the divergence of the  ow. A common measure is the Fig. 3 EVect of the reference  ow pattern on tracking error:
(a) divergent  ow, (b) convergent  owscalar divergence, which in two dimensions takes the
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 ow acceleration k is given by (see the Appendix) lines. Corresponding to equation (6),
|u1(x) | å a ­
å (18)
k=
U2Ly
(L2+y2)3/2
(12)
Beyond this, additional control is generally required to
reduce |e(t) | from an initial positive value. Writing thewhich attains a maximum value
control in the form ‘reference plus residual’,
kmax=
2U2
3 3L
(13) u(t)=u1(x(t))+ u˜(t) (19)
equation (16) takes the simpli ed form
As expected, this value is sensitive to vehicle reference
eÇ = u˜ ­ (e ä $ )w (20)speed and lookahead distance; to keep accelerations
within bounds, a reference vector  eld must increase the and hence
lookahead distance in proportion to the square of the
eeÇ=e ä eÇ =e ä u˜ ­ e ä [(e ä $ )w] (21)speed. Similarly, the divergence eigenvector has a mini-
mum value where e=(e ä e)1/2 is the norm of e.
If u˜(t) is in the direction of some unit vector n, it
ímin1
=­
U
L
(14) follows from equations (18) and (19) that the friction
limit on the residual control is of the form
which is attained on the reference path itself; again the
| u˜(t) | å M(x, n)lookahead distance must increase with vehicle speed to
limit the divergence of the  ow. These various issues, M(x, n) " å
which have been introduced quite informally in the (22)
above, are now analysed in more detail.
M(x, n) is an upper bound on the residual control and
å is the least upper bound. In Fig. 4 the friction circle is
of radius a and a smaller circle of radius a ­ å is also
3 FORMAL CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
drawn. In the limiting case the reference control u1
reaches the inner circle and the residual control is
To be speci c, it will be assumed that the vehicle is to bounded by the outer circle. The least bound on the
track a predetermined path P, though this can be gen- magnitude of u˜ is therefore å, while the family of vectors
eralized to a two-dimensional target region without seri- labelled u˜ coincide with the directional dependent bound
ous alteration to the discussion. Firstly, the problem of M(x, n). From the assumptions above, u˜(t) may be freely
local error reduction towards a prescribed reference chosen within this bound, and maximal error reduction
vector  eld w is considered in detail. Secondly, a local implies u˜(t) can be chosen to make the right-hand side
condition on w(x) that implies global convergence of the of equation (21) as negative as possible, which is
w-streamlines towards the target path P is de ned. Then achieved by the non-linear residual control:
a proof is given of what might seem intuitively obvious,
that these two conditions together are suYcient to u˜(t)= G ­ M(x, ­ eˆ)eˆ if |e |>v0­ åv0e otherwise (23)guarantee asymptotic convergence of the vehicle pathto P.
Let e(t) be the local error between the mass centre
velocity and the reference vector  eld, as given in equa-
tion (4). The control objective is to reduce e(t) to zero.
DiVerentiating equation (4) gives
eÇ (t)=vÇ G(t) ­ wÇ (t)
=u(t) ­ (vG
ä $ )w (15)
Expressing this in terms of e, w and u gives
eÇ =u ­ ((w+e) ä $ )w
=u ­ (w ä $ )w ­ (e ä $ )w (16)
If e is initially zero, it can be maintained at zero via the
control
u(t)=u1(x(
t))¬(w ä $ )w (17)
which represents the eVect of compensating for path cur- Fig. 4 Use of the friction circle
vature and longitudinal acceleration along the w-stream-
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Here eˆ is a unit vector in the direction of e and v0 is a feedback control of vehicle states; when initial errors are
large, some form of  ow adaptation is needed to eithersmall velocity magnitude required to smoothly reduce
the residual control to zero very close to e=0. Applying reduce acceleration (reduce k and hence increase å) or
reduce the  ow convergence (hence reducing |ímin1 |) orthis in equation (21) gives
of course both together. While the issue of  eld adap-eeÇ=­ M(x, ­ eˆ)e ­ e ä [(e ä $ )w] (24)
tation will not be considered in any detail, it will be
The second term may be rewritten more transparently assumed that initial errors are small enough to satisfy
via the divergence matrix H of equation (9) to give condition (34) or equivalently that a suitable adaptation
has already been carried out; then condition (32) is valid.eeÇ=­ M(x, ­ eˆ)e ­ eTHe (25)
The  nite time error decay implied by condition (32)
The  nal term is then bounded by the smallest eigenvalue results speci cally from the use of non-linear feedback
of H to give and assumes that no further disturbances arise. Hence
it seems desirable to weaken this condition for the gen-eeÇ å ­ M(x, ­ eˆ)e ­ í1e2 (26) eral analysis and assume instead that e(t) is bounded by
and using equations (22) the following lower bound is a smooth positive function ã(t ):
 nally obtained on the increase of the error norm:
e(t) å ã(t) (35)
eÇ å ­ å ­ í1e (27) which satis es
It is clear from this that if í1 " 0, i.e. there is no conver- ã(t) ! 0 as t ! ? (36)gence in the  ow, then
The convergence analysis may now be completed, byeÇ å ­ å (28)
de ning a condition for the globally convergent structure
whenever e>0 and hence, in the absence of additional of the w-streamlines towards P. This can be formulated
perturbations, an initial error e0>0 is reduced to zero via a smooth distance function D(x), de ned in some
in a  nite time: domain ¿ containing P:
t
0
=
e0
å (29)
D (x) " 0 if xµ¿
D (x)=0 if and only if xµP
(37)If the  ow is strictly divergent, í1>0, then even without
residual friction or feedback control D(x) is to be de ned so that the gradient function $ D
is bounded, and without loss of generality it is assumedeÇ å ­ í1e (30) that
and hence
| $ D(x) | å 1 for all xµ¿ (38)
e(t) å e0 exp( ­
í
1t) (31) The global requirement that w converges towards the
and initial errors naturally decay to zero. This is in agree- target path is easily expressed by the condition that the
ment with the earlier informal description illustrated in distance function D decreases monotonically along its
Fig. 3. integral curves, which is a simple local requirement, as
Of course, the most relevant and signi cant situation follows:
is when the  ow is convergent, í1
<0, and initial errors
(w(x) ä $ )D(x) å ­ ö(D(x)) (39)are present. Let ímin1
<0 be a lower bound for the eigen-
value and suppose by comparison with condition (28) for all xµ¿. Here ö is a smooth positive-de nite
that the following condition is to be imposed: function:
eÇ å ­ 1
2
å (32) ö(D)>0 for all D>0
ö(0)=0, ö ê (D) " 0This will again guarantee a  nite-time decay of errors,
(40)but from condition (27)
The asymptotic path following can now be characterized|ímin1 |e0 å
1
2
å (33)
by the condition
or
D (xG (t)) ! 0 as t ! ? (41)
e0 å
å
2 |ímin1
|
(34) Writing D (t ) as a shorthand for D(xG(t)) gives
DÇ (t)=(vG
ä $ )D
is required. Thus  ow convergence and limited residual
friction conspire to restrict the size of initial errors e0 , =((w+e) ä $ )D
which may be guaranteed to be damped out via control =(w ä $ )D+(e ä $ )D
action. This is a fundamental point, which clearly implies
that path planning may not be fully decoupled from the å ­ ö(D)+|(e ä $ )D |
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The second term is simply the norm of the scalar product inal track boundaries displaced ±10 m laterally; each
arc is connected to entry and exit straights as shown. Abetween the vectors e and $ D, which is therefore
simple reference vector  eld is also shown, this beingbounded by the product of the vector norms:
derived from a constant lookahead distance of 20 m,
DÇ (t) å ­ ö(D)+e(t) | $ D | using the centre-line as a target path. Initially, a constant
reference speed of 20 m/s is assumed, so that the maxi-å ­ ö(D)+e(t)
mum lateral acceleration on the centre-line is 8 m/s2.
with the last step following from condition (38). Hence, Clearly, on the curved portions of the track, the reference
from condition (35)  eld is not tangential to the centre-line, so this is not the
‘intended’ vehicle path.DÇ (t) å ­ ö(D)+ã(t) (42)
Figure 6 maps the integral curves of the  ow  eld,
which is a simple scalar inequality that can be shown to which physically corresponds to vehicle paths that follow
imply D (t) ! 0 as t ! ? as required (see the Appendix). the reference vector  eld, starting at various points on
The major purpose of this section has now been the track; the track centre-line is also shown. Here there
achieved and can be summarized as follows. Given: are no friction circle constraints imposed, so a vehicle
following these curves essentially achieves perfect track-(a) a vector  eld structure converging to a path P,
ing. As expected from Fig. 5, the  ow converges to a(b) full control of mass centre accelerations within the
path that ‘cuts inside’ the track centre-line. Figure 7friction circle,
shows a more complex set of dynamic responses, where(c)  ow accelerations that remain within suitable
a ‘vehicle friction’ limit a=8 m/s2 is imposed. Thebounds and
dynamics described in Sections 2 and 3 have been(d)  ow convergence limited by maximum assumed
imposed, so this is essentially a friction-limited particleinitial velocity errors,
model of the vehicle, with feedback control prescribed
then the vehicle path is guaranteed to converge to P. by equation (23). The initial velocities are parallel to the
straight section of the track, at 20 m/s, so there are initial
errors as well as friction limits to contend with. Clearly
4 FIELD CONSTRUCTION AND THE IDEAL the responses from entering at the left side of the track
VEHICLE RESPONSE are satisfactory, while there are signi cant excursions
apparent for right-side entry. Intuitively this should seem
Following on from the analytical investigation of reasonable, and it is fundamentally due to the limitation
Section 3, a numerical approach is now applied to a of the simple  xed lookahead construction, which gives
more realistic though simple track geometry shown in ‘hot spots’ in the  ow acceleration k of equation (6);
Fig. 5. This is based on a centre-line comprising two this is mapped out in Fig. 8. The four shadings
correspond to  ow acceleration ranges: (0–4 m/s2),quarter-circle arcs, each of radius 50 m, and with nom-
Fig. 5 Reference vector  eld on a curved track Fig. 6 Integral curves based on a constant lookaheaddistance
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which is mapped in Fig. 9, and this shows no similar
‘hotspots’. It is reasonably uniform across the region,
taking values between 0.6 and 1.0, with the maximum
values tending towards the centre of the track. This is
in agreement with equation (14), from which values of
order 1 would be expected, so it is clear that path curva-
ture has little eVect in this case.
The main point from the above brief example is that
even before considering the details of speci c vehicle
dynamics, friction limits and vector  eld structure oVer
insight into the viability and relative stability of diVerent
path planning strategies. While it is certainly not the
intention here to consider formal optimization of the
vector  eld, a couple of possible ‘improvements’ to the
basic constant lookahead strategy will be looked at
before going on to investigate the applicability of the
general approach to more realistic vehicle behaviour.
Firstly, it is fairly obvious from Fig. 8 that even with
the  xed lookahead policy, faster cornering is possible;
the vehicle accelerations at constant speed are below the
vehicle limits, especially around the point where the cur-
Fig. 7 Friction-limited paths for the ideal vehicle vature changes direction. Hence a variable reference
speed is introduced along the convergent path. Any
attempt to formulate and achieve this inevitably leads to(4–8 m/s2), (8–12 m/s2), (12– m/s2), with low values
some form of optimization, though in fact it is possibledarkest, so it is clear that equation (6) is violated in
to obtain optimal results via a simple and directregions on the inside of the two curves. Entering the  rst
approach. Using the same directional information ascurve from left of centre is easily controlled, while
before (based on a  xed 20 m lookahead distance), theentering right of centre immediately causes excessive
method is simply to increase the target speed graduallydemands on the simpli ed vehicle, and explains why a
until combined lateral and longitudinal accelerationsvehicle entering from the extreme right appears to drive
attain the assumed friction limit of 8 m/s2 on the conver-straight on, regardless of the curve.
The other key variable for convergent control is í1 , gent path. Linear interpolation of speeds is assumed,
Fig. 8 Flow acceleration contours
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Fig. 9 Magnitude of the minimum divergence eigenvalue
sampling at 4 m distances along the track centre-line. At entry point slightly to the left is stable and acceptable
to the automated (or real!) driver, while drifting to theeach iteration the speed is increased by a  xed step pro-
vided the acceleration constraint is satis ed throughout right is undesirable. It can easily be hypothesized that a
full and naõ¨ve optimization of the problem will be rela-both neighbouring track segments. Eventually, when no
further increases are possible, the overall maximum tively unstable for the driver, with the entry point of the
convergent path starting well left of the track centre. Ofacceleration is found, and if this exceeds the limit all
velocities are rescaled accordingly. Once this process course, a very simple way to increase mean speed would
be to increase the lookahead distance; provided the refer-converges, the velocity step is reduced and the whole
process repeated, and so on until satisfactory resolution ence speed on the convergent path is adjusted to ensure
that the  ow acceleration constraint is preserved, andis obtained. In practice this is both quick and simple
(though not necessarily practical for real-time calcu- provided this path lies within the track boundary, such
a change would be bene cial.lation on a vehicle!).
The resulting speed on the convergent path of the For a second ‘improvement’, it is noted that, in the
above, the track centre-line has been used as somethingdouble-curved track is given in Fig. 10. The optimum
variable speed involves braking from an initial 26 m/s, that is convenient for construction of the vector  eld,
but not for the purpose of accurate tracking. A simplethen a brief period of acceleration as the direction of
curvature changes, then further braking, which is fol- modi cation greatly improves the tracking of the centre-
line, or indeed any form of intended trajectory. Referringlowed by a steadily increasing acceleration on to the exit
straight. From this, the time to traverse the same conver- back to Fig. 2, let t1 and t2 be the unit tangent vectors
gent path along the track reduces to 9.1 s from the pre- to the target path P at locations p1 and p2 respectively;
vious value of 9.8 s. However, on varying the initial let t3 be a third unit vector, pointing from xG to p2 . A
lateral position on the track in Fig. 11 there is clearly a modi ed  eld direction may then be de ned by the
much greater sensitivity than previously (Fig. 7); all the vector
right-hand entry points give rise to large subsequent
excursions, while those on the left remain well behaved.
T=t3+
t1 ­ t2
2
cos õ (43)
This is hardly surprising, however, since the reference
path is already very close to the theoretical friction limit,
where cos 2õ=(t1
ä t2) de nes the angle between the twoand the simple expedient has been taken of interpolating
tangents on P; this is of course provided the arc betweento the nearest track centre point to estimate target speeds
p1 and p2 turns by less than 180°, which is surely reason-across the track. The general inference here is that speed
able! In this case, simple geometry shows that wheneveroptimization has provoked an increased sensitivity but
that the overall trend is exactly as before: drifting the xG coincides with P (and hence also with p1), vector T
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Fig. 10 Variable reference speed
Fig. 12 Reference  eld modi ed for improved path trackingFig. 11 Ideal vehicle paths under variable speed control
is also tangent to the arc. The general interpretation is sary to normalize and rescale:
simple; if P is a straight line, the second term in equation
w= v¯ |T | Õ 1T (44)
(43) is zero and the previous form of a simple  xed
lookahead is recovered; otherwise the second term where v¯ is the reference speed.
Figure 12 shows the  ow  eld which results fromprovides a correction depending on the path curvature.
Interestingly enough, the formula does not depend applying this modi cation to the earlier example. As can
be seen, the  eld tracks the centre-line very accuratelyexplicitly on L. Finally, for implementation it is neces-
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Fig. 13 Flow acceleration contours for a modi ed reference  eld
in comparison to Fig. 5, though precise tracking is not ing a relatively simple control implementation in the con-
text of a relatively simple vehicle model, while at theguaranteed just prior to the sudden transitions in curva-
ture. Figure 13 maps the resulting  ow accelerations, same time maintaining some essential realism in the form
of vehicle transient response and non-linearities, particu-which has the same shading scale as Fig. 8. While both
assume a constant speed of 20 m/s, the more accurate larly in the generation of tyre forces.
Starting with the controller, reference informationtracking clearly leads to increased  ow accelerations in
Fig. 13, especially just prior to the transition points. Of from the vector  eld w comes in the form of its magni-
tude v¯=|w | and direction tan ö¯=w
y
/w
x
, and also via thecourse, given the more accurate tracking property it
would be feasible to increase the lookahead distance used tangential and normal components of the  ow
acceleration:in the construction, and also blend the transitions, but
this again leads to the wider issues of optimization and
a¯
t
= e¯t
ä (w ä $ )w, a¯n
= e¯n
ä (w ä $ )w (45)will not be considered further here.
In the next section more realistic vehicle behaviour is
where e¯t and e¯n are unit vectors tangential and normalconsidered as well as the question of how eVectively a
to the reference  eld. Writing et and en for the corre-reference vector  eld can provide all of the necessary
sponding vectors for the vehicle mass centre velocityfeedforward information for autonomous vehicle
givescontrol.
v
G
=v
Get (46)
5 VEHICLE DYNAMICS AND CONTROLLER
aG=vÇGet+vGö
Ç en (47)SYNTHESIS
Relative to vehicle coordinates, vG has longitudinal andTo translate desired mass centre accelerations into
lateral components U, V respectively.real life, the detailed application of vehicle controls—
Longitudinal control is executed via an accelerationsteering, brakes and powertrain—needs to be con-
command signal u1(
t), which is easily converted to asidered. In reality this can become a complex area,
commanded drive force or braking torque deliveredinvolving driver learning of vehicle response character-
to the tyres. The control is determined via a forwardistics, the application of chassis controls such as antilock
acceleration demandbraking and traction control, as well as suspension
characteristics such as bump-steer and camber control.
There is therefore a danger of losing insight because of a0(t)= a¯t=
v¯ ­ v
G
ô
1
(48)
a large amount of detail. The emphasis will be on provid-
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and feedback of longitudinal vehicle acceleration reasonably simple, and yet it is important for it to incor-
porate a number of realistic features, especially the non-
linear properties of tyres and load transfer. Hence auÇ1=
a
0
­ UÇ
ô
2
(49)
three-degree-of-freedom model is used for the vehicle
body. Longitudinal and lateral load transfer eVects areThe demand signal (48) is a natural sum of reference
included, though suspension travel is assumed to beplus feedback and ô1 is a control parameter in the form minimal. The equations of motion are as follows:of an assumed time constant. Equation (49) is essentially
an integral control, and while UÇ is not strictly the for- M(UÇ ­ Vr)= æ F
xiward vehicle acceleration, the error is small provided the
M(VÇ +Ur)= æ F
yilateral velocity V is small compared to U.
Lateral control is of course provided via the steering IrÇ=NF
angle u2(t), and this is computed using a similar integral (59)
approach to u1(
t ), though here (angular) displacement
Here
errors are also included in the feedback. The vehicle yaw
F= [F
x1
, F
x2
, F
x3
, F
x4
, F
y1
, F
y2
, F
y3
, F
y4
, ]Tangle õ and slip angle
is an eight-component vector of longitudinal and lateral
â=tan Õ 1 AVUB (50) forces and
N= [lc ­ lc lc ­ lc la la ­ lb ­ lb ]together determine the direction ö of vG : is an array of coeYcients used to de ne the yaw moment,
ö=õ+â (51) where la+ lb is the wheelbase and 2lc is the lateral track.
Assuming a  xed ratio ì between the front and rearThe reference angular velocity of vG is given by suspension roll moments, the vertical loads vary dynami-
cally according to the following equation:ö¯=
vG a¯n
v¯2
(52)
This is then combined with angular error to provide an
angular velocity demand: C 1 1 1 1­ la ­ la lb lblc ­ lc lc ­ lc1 ­ 1 ­ ì ì D Cw1w2w3w4D=C Mghå Fxihå Fyi0 D (60)ö0(t)=ö¯ ­ ö ­ ö¯ô
3
(53)
where h is the height of the mass centre above ground.which is translated into steering control via
The tyre model is of a simple isotropic form, based
uÇ2=k1(
ö
0 ­ r) (54) on the Pacejka Magic Formula [10]:
where r=õÇ is the vehicle yaw rate. A simple but import- P(á; B, C, D, E)
ant point is that equation (54) is much preferred to the
¬D sin{C tan Õ 1[Bá ­ E(Bá ­ tan Õ 1Bá)]} (61)more ‘correct’ looking control equation:
The friction circle at each tyre contact patch is de ned
uÇ2=k1(
ö
0 ­ ö
Ç ) (55)
by the following simple analytic function of vertical load
w:This is because steering control has a much more direct
eVect on yaw rate than on the angular velocity of vG ,
and near the limits of friction equation (55) can excite ã F 2
x
+F 2
y
å F
p
=
w
1+(2w/Mg)3
(62)
large excursions in vehicle slip angle. For the same
reason, an improved equation can incorporate and the load-dependent cornering stiVness for each tyre
additional explicit control of vehicle slip angle: is
Cá (w)=c1(1 ­ e Õ c2w) (63)uÇ2=k1(
ö
0 ­ r)+k2
ó(ââÇ )âÇ (56)
In terms of the longitudinal slip s and tyre slip angle á,where ó(.) is a switching term:
the combined slip vector is
ó(u)=G1 if u>00 if u å 0 (57) k=Akxk
y
B=CáF
p
A stan áB (64)
One  nal aspect of the controller is that to avoid excess-
and the resulting tyre force vector isive windup, both integrators, (49) and (56), are required
to saturate at suitably high limits: AFxF
y
B=P( |k |; B, C, D, E) Fp|k | Akxk
y
B (65)uÇ
i
! 0 when u
i
uÇ
i
>0 and |u
i
|>umax
i
(58)
The vehicle simulation model is also chosen to be A typical set of resulting forces is shown in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14 Tyre forces at 2.5 kN vertical load with variable longitudinal slip (s=0.00, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.16)
The  nal aspect of the control and simulation model rear wheels,
is the transformation of drive/brake demand into longi-
tudinal tyre slip. Rear wheel drive is assumed, with equal F com
x
=
Wmax
2U
when u1U>Wmax (68)torque split between the wheels, while braking torque is
split in the ratio 60:40 between the front and rear axles.
The vehicle acceleration demand u1(t) is split according 6 SIMULATED SYSTEM PERFORMANCEto these features, then multiplied by the vehicle mass M
to provide an individual wheel force demand F com
x
. In
reality, this then enters into a complex low-level dynamic A relatively brief set of simulations will now be pre-
sented, with the aim of testing the feasibility of the vectorinteraction, involving wheel rotation, driveline  exibility,
a variety of rotary inertias, combustion lags, brake  eld approach and assessing how close the more realistic
vehicle can come to emulating the behaviour of the ideal-system mechanical properties, etc., as well as the transi-
ent build-up of forces at the road/tyre contact path. Time ized ‘particle’ response of Section 4. This is crucial, since
if such behaviour is far from being comparable, it mightconstants vary with gear or clutch state, and a large
number of physical parameters in uence the detailed be concluded that the earlier work is not very informa-
tive and that the vector  eld properties are of limitedresponse. In line with the approach adopted here, the
simplest meaningful dynamic representation is adopted signi cance. If, on the other hand, some comparable
behaviour is obtained, measures such as the maximumin the form of a  rst-order system:
 ow curvature and convergence eigenvalue are estab-
sÇ=ô Õ 14
C Õ 1á (F comx
­ F
x
) (1 ­ ó |s |s Õ 1max) (66) lished as key features of the vehicle control problem.
Implicit in this is the assumption that the vehicle control-where ó is short for the switching term [cf. equation (57)]
ler for steering, brakes and throttle is operatingó=ó[s(F com
x
­ F
x
)] (67)
eVectively.
Even for a simple model, vehicle friction limits areThe above equations allow the tyre force to track the
commanded input and also incorporate a peak longitudi- determined by a variety of factors. Rather than consider
these in detail, a rough estimate can be obtained bynal slip (here smax=0.5), hence providing a simple form
of antilock braking and traction control. Finally, in initially setting random throttle, brake and steering
inputs that are of suYcient amplitude to exercise theaddition to the force limits inherent in the tyre model,
an engine power limit is also imposed; for each of the vehicle at its handling limits. The inputs were chosen as
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‘white noise’ signals, band limited via a zero-order hold all there is a well-controlled steering action, albeit includ-
ing a low-amplitude component at around 6 Hz whichof 0.5 s. Simulation of 20 s from an initial vehicle speed
of 20 m/s gave a peak vehicle acceleration magnitude of appears to be due to a dynamic interaction between the
controller and the vehicle. From this, it can be concluded8.5 m/s2, which, although slightly in excess of the earlier
assumed limit, gives a desirable small positive margin of that the control is operating eVectively, even though it
may be capable of further re nement.error. For reference, the pseudo-random inputs were
generated via the Simulink [11] block ‘band limited The control action can be more directly related back
to the ideal control analysis of Section 3. Although thewhite noise’, using two-channel output and with noise
power set at 1 and 0.1 for longitudinal and lateral con- precise strategy de ned in equation (23) has not been
implemented, it would be hoped that the present controltrols respectively; the default seed was chosen for the
pseudo-random number generator. achieves the same general stability property of main-
taining the scalar product e ä eÇ =eeÇ of equation (24) toUsing the same track section and reference vector  eld
as in Fig. 5 and starting at the track centre with an initial be as negative as possible. Figure 17 plots this ‘stability
product’ throughout the simulation, and it is seen thatvelocity of 20 m/s parallel to the centre-line, the vehicle
path accurately tracks the vector  eld, giving a negligible apart from two short excursions around t=4 s and 8 s,
the control works well to maintain the desired negativity.deviation from the convergent path; therefore in this
initial test the overall vehicle controller is certainly eVec- Another area of comparison can be seen in the set of
vehicle trajectories resulting from entry positions rangingtive. Figure 15 shows the associated vehicle acceler-
ations, resolved parallel and perpendicular to the mass across the track (Fig. 18). This is precisely analogous to
Fig. 7 and shows similarly excellent path tracking for allcentre velocity. As would be expected, nearly all of the
acceleration is in the lateral direction, the small longi- left and central entry points. For right-hand bias the
lateral control initially appears superior to that of Fig. 7,tudinal acceleration being associated with a  uctuation
in the vehicle speed, which occurs due to transient in the but this is counteracted by the greater deviations experi-
enced on the second curve. Speed control is similar invehicle slip angle as the track curvature changes direc-
tion. From Fig. 16 it can be seen that the vehicle speed both examples, with some slowing down experienced
from the 20 m/s target when entering from right ofremains within ±0.2 m/s of the target, even though the
vehicle slip angle varies across a range of around ±4°. centre; in both cases the worst speed reduction occurs
with far right entry, minimum values being 15.2 andThe control inputs to the vehicle are also shown in
Fig. 16. The relatively small adjustments to longitudinal 14.4 m/s for Figs 7 and 18 respectively.
A number of other simulations have been conducted,demand are somewhat exaggerated in the plot, and over-
Fig. 15 Vehicle accelerations
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Fig. 16 Vehicle speed, slip angle and controller outputs
Fig. 17 Stability product in the vehicle control simulation
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used to derive suYciency criteria for convergence under
friction-limited vehicle control. In this, the  ow acceler-
ation and  ow convergence of the reference  eld have
been shown to be of equal signi cance, and this is prob-
ably suYcient to justify the use of vector  eld language
in the development of the automated driver. Secondly,
a number of  eld construction methods have been
investigated and assessed in terms of these criteria,
although the investigation has been largely illustrative
and far from exhaustive. Thirdly, the framework of con-
trol based on the reference  eld has been extended to
the control of a more realistic vehicle, albeit using rela-
tively simple controllers and a somewhat idealized
vehicle representation. The automated driver has the
ability to work successfully at the handling limits of the
vehicle, applying sometimes complex steering, braking
and throttle inputs to the vehicle, to achieve responses
that are quite similar to the ideal ‘particle’ responses.
The underlying methodology presented in the paper
is inherently based on non-linear dynamics and large
disturbances. Such scope appears essential for integrat-
Fig. 18 Vehicle paths in the control simulation ing discrete actions (e.g. collision avoidance) into the
framework of autonomous vehicle control. In this scen-
and generally the vehicle responds in a predictable and ario, once a potential collision has been detected, a
controlled manner, though as in real life, limitations of higher level decision could be made to switch the refer-
the vehicle set-up occasionally show. For example, in ence  eld away from the obstacle, so that simultaneous
one test the vehicle was given an initial velocity of 20 m/s steering and braking are employed in a structured and
along the y axis, while the reference  eld was a uniform predictable manner. From the current perspective, it
20 m/s parallel to the x axis. Vehicle speed was main- seems that the relevant concept is once again the refer-
tained within±0.5 m/s, while full steering lock was ence vector  eld as a whole, rather than simply the
quickly reached, giving rise to signi cant understeer, the instantaneous values being passed to the controller.
lateral acceleration only achieving 5 m/s2. In other cases, More generally, the main potential strengths of the
the vehicle is seen to generate oversteering behaviour, vector  eld approach are that it provides a global frame-
but the yaw response is well damped by the automated work suitable for analysing general properties of stability
driver system. Clearly, there are many further studies and robustness, and oVers a natural modular structure
that could be conducted from this point onwards, includ- leading to improved insight and scope for  exible and
ing making changes to the vehicle set-up and extending adaptive implementation. This is not to imply that the
the number of degrees of freedom in the vehicle model. resulting speci c control system performance is
However, it is felt that the main point has already been inherently better than can be achieved by more tra-
demonstrated, namely that the overall vehicle control ditional formulations; indeed, any approach, such as
can successfully approximate that of the ideal friction- Model Predictive Control [7 ], that invokes direct
limited vehicle, and hence there is signi cant relevance numerical optimization should in a narrow sense outper-
in the vector  eld results obtained earlier. form any other controller, including that presented here.
It has been brought to the authors’ attention that a
control technique based on velocity  eld concepts has
7 CONCLUSIONS been independently proposed by Li and Horowitz
[12, 13] for the control of robotic manipulators. There
is a strong similarity in that they propose a velocity  eldA reference vector  eld has been used to develop a new
conceptual framework for autonomous vehicle control. to be designed a priori to ‘encode’ for a target contour,
with the  eld convergent to the desired path. The useful-For any speci c implementation, the automated driver
clearly only requires local information, in the form of w ness of a  eld approach is once again that global conver-
gence and robustness criteria can be deduced, and thereand its derivatives $ w, so the method of using the vector
 eld as a complete (‘distributed parameter’) entity in the is no restriction to considering linear models and ‘small
deviations’. In the general area of robotic manipulators,control task could be seen as being overstated in the
foregoing. A corresponding narrow view of what has the con guration space takes the form of a diVerentiable
manifold of potentially high dimension, and much of Libeen achieved would then be as follows. Firstly, a simple
particle-based model of the vehicle dynamics has been and Horowitz’s work deals with the mathematical analy-
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sis of the diVerential geometry involved. The velocity been assumed, whereas in reality this varies with aero-
dynamic downforce and local variations in surface eld plays an essential role in their analysis, but is not
related directly to control system performance, e.g. in friction and vertical track geometry; such factors can
be incorporated quite naturally into the vector  eldterms of the convergence properties of the de ned  eld.
In place of the limited accelerations considered here, the description.
3. Reference  eld optimization. There is considerablerobotics problem assumes limited energy resources for
the manipulator. Furthermore, Li and Horowitz’s veloc- scope for optimization of the reference  eld, taking
into account the relative stability of the convergentity  eld is de ned in the full dimension of the con gur-
ation space, as opposed to the reduced dimensionality path, but without involving the complexity of detailed
vehicle dynamics. It is also plausible to extend theconsidered here for the vehicle motion in the plane.
Returning to the simulated performance of the  eld- approach to the optimization of lap times in a way
that incorporates the essential detailed dynamics ofbased automated driver for vehicle dynamics, a general
indication of the capability of the controller comes from the vehicle.
4. Assessment of transient vehicle dynamics. Based on thean unconventional source, namely its use in a computer
game [1 ]. Here multiple vehicles—‘competitors’ and theoretical aspect of the formal convergence criteria,
it appears natural to assess transient vehicle dynamicgeneral ‘traYc’—operate simultaneously under the con-
trol of independent automated drivers of the type performance in terms of how well a real vehicle can
satisfactorily approximate the ideal friction-limiteddescribed, and can be seen operating in a virtual environ-
ment involving complex large-angle vehicle dynamics ‘particle’ (see Section 6). This may, for example, form
a basis for future systematic performance analysis ofand including three-dimensional geometry of roads and
scenery, as well as collision dynamics with other vehicles. active chassis control systems.
Each vehicle simulation model employs Newton–Euler
equations for the six-degree-of-freedom rigid vehicle
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H=­
UL
2D3 A0 yy 2LB (76)APPENDIX
which has eigenvalues
Fixed lookahead policy
í=­
UL(L±D)
2D3
(77)Figure 19 shows the construction of w(x) using a  xed
lookahead policy, for a straight-line target path that
Hence the least eigenvalue iscoincides with the x axis. From the  gure,
í
1=­
UL(L+D)
2D3
=­
U
2L
(ê3+ê2) (78)w(x, y)=
U
D A L­ yB (69)
where ê=L/D uniquely de nes the dependence on y.where a  xed speed U is assumed and D= ã y2+L2 is
Since 0<ê å 1, it is clear that í1 attains its greatest mag-the distance from the vehicle mass centre to the target
nitude at ê=1, which occurs on the track itself (y=0),point on the track. The integral curves are hence de ned
and with valueby
ímin1 =­
U
L
(79)dx
dt
=
UL
D
,
dy
dt
=
­ Uy
D
(70)
or in non-parametric form,
Geometrical interpretation of the divergence matrixdy
dx
=
­ y
L
(71)
Figure 20 depicts the local geometry as two nearby
points x1(t) and x2(t) are transported along the w-Integration of this diVerential equation is elementary,
streamlines to x1(t+
¢t) and x2(t+
¢t) respectively.yielding
The initial separation distance d(t)=|x2(t ) ­ x1(t ) | is
modi ed by the divergence of the  ow lines; diVeren-
y=y0 exp C ­ (x ­ x0)L D (72) tiating the square of the separation distance gives
2ddÇ=2(x2 ­ x1) ä (xÇ 2 ­ xÇ 1)The path acceleration k is easily found by diVerentiation
of equation (69) to give =2dn ä (w(x2) ­ w(x1))
where n is the unit vector pointing from x1(
t) to x2(
t).
k=|(w ä $ )w |=
U2Ly
D3
(73)
Hence
dÇ=n ä (w(x2) ­ w(x1))which clearly tends to zero as y ! 0 and also as y ! ?
(in the latter case D ! ? also). It is then interesting
though elementary to show that k achieves a unique
Fig. 20 Local eVect of  ow divergenceFig. 19 Fixed lookahead to a straight line reference path
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DiVerential inequality for path convergence
=n ä (d(n ä $ )w(x1)
+O(d2))
Referring to equation (42),where a Taylor series has been used to approximate the
 nite diVerence. Hence, implicitly at point x1, D
Ç (t) å ­ ö(D)+ã(t) (84)
where D " 0 and ã(t) and ö(D) are non-negative func-
lim
d  0
dÇ
d
=n ä ((n ä $ )w)
tions with properties given in equations (36) and (40)
respectively. ö(D) is monotonically non-decreasing, so
that= æ
i
æ
j
n
i
n
j
qw
i
qx
j D1<D2)ö(D1) å ö(D2) (85)
=
1
2
æ
i
æ
j
n
i
n
j Aqwiqx
j
+
qw
j
qx
i
B Also, from the properties of ã(t), given anyD0>0, there
exists t0
>0 such that
where summation has allowed the expression in parenth-
t " t0)ã(t) å 12ö(D0) (86)eses to be made symmetric. Hence, from equation (9),
Then if t>t0 and D " D0 , from equation (84)
lim
d  0
dÇ
d
=nTHn (80)
DÇ (t) å ­ ö(D)+1
2
ö(D0)
å ­ ö(D0)+
1
2
ö(D0)Now let v1 and v2 be the (orthonormal ) eigenvectors ofH corresponding to í1 and
í
2, with
í
1
å í
2. If i.e.
n=n1v1+n2v2 , n21+n22=1 (81) t " t0, D " D0)DÇ å ­ 12ö(D0) (87)then
From this it can be shown that there always exists a time
t1 " t0 for which D(t1)<D0 . There are three cases:lim
d  0
dÇ
d
=í1n21+
í
2n22
1. If D(t0)>D0 , then from the minimum gradient in
(87) there is a  nite time t at which D(t)=D0 , and" í1n21+
í
1n22 again the gradient condition ensures D(t1)
<D
0 , for=í1 (82) t1=t+
ät, with some small time increment ät.
2. If D (t0)=D0 , then, as above, choose t1=t0+
ät.which proves equation (11) as required. Note that if n1 3. If D (t0)<D0 , then choose t1=t0 .and n2 de ne the sides of a small rectangular area, with
sides of length d1 and d2 , the above easily leads to the It is also impossible for D (t ) to subsequently increase
result suYciently to exceed the speci ed value D0 . Such an
increase would imply D(t2)
=D
0 for some
t
2
" t
0 , withAÇ
A
¬
(d/dt)(d1d2)
d
1
d
2
=
dÇ1
d
1
+
dÇ2
d
2
=í
1
+í
2 (83) DÇ (t2)
>0, and this clearly contradicts the negative
derivative condition in (87). Hence there is always some
time t1 " 0 after which D(t) remains bounded by D0 .i.e. the sum of the eigenvalues determines the area diver-
gence (which becomes volume divergence in three Since D0 may be chosen arbitrarily small, this proves the
assertion that D (t) ! 0 as t ! ?.dimensions).
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